JOB DESCRIPTION: MASTER / POST DIPLOME INTERNSHIP
Application (CV + book) by mail: contact@nouvelle-aom.com

OFFICE

Nouvelle AOM (new AOM) is in charge of Montparnasse tower renewal: the office is located in 44th floor of Tour Montparnasse.

Already gathering a medium team of architects about Tour Montparnasse project, Nouvelle AOM is growing with new high-rise building renovation projects around Paris.

ROLE & TASKS

Integrate a project team and assist for architectural drawings on Revit, presentations and modelmaking, reference research and any other task needed.

SKILLS

The intern will obtain his instructions directly from the project manager and his/her assistant and will be held accountable daily.
- A good command of the English and preferably French language in order to communicate properly with the rest of the team
- Mastering Revit, Adobe Creative suite, Office Suite
- ArchiCad and Lasercutting is a plus
- Taking initiatives on daily tasks

TYPE OF CONTRACT

Internship agreement with Architecture school
Paid internship (daily rate + 50 % Navigo transportation card) https://www.service-public.fr/simulateur/calcul/gratification-stagiaire

LOCATION

Nouvelle AOM - Tour Montparnasse, 44th floor, 33 avenue du Maine, 75015 Paris
www.nouvelle-aom.com